LEGO Charter

The LEGO working group (LEGO-wg) is a joint activity between REFEDS and OIX. Participation in LEGO-wg is open to all. All work produced by the LEGO-wg will be published under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.

All participants in the LEGO-wg agree to allow their contributions to be published and shared under this license.

The LEGO-wg will:

1. Publish a set of guidelines for R&E federations that wish to become certified OIX assessors for the OIX FICAM Profile at LOA1.

2. Perform policy-mapping between a selection of existing R&E federation policies and the OIX FICAM Profile at LOA1 Kantara Identity Assurance Framework at AL1 with the FICAM Privacy Profile. Identify common areas of policy mismatch and propose solutions.

3. Articulate one or more operational models for managing trust relationships among R&E federations and international relying parties such as US National Institutes of Health (NIH).

All are welcome to join the LEGO discussion list by subscribing here.

- Summary of REFEDS Debate
- OIX FICAM Resources
- OIX Policy Mapping Exercises
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